
AUXILIUM SCHOOL, BANDAPURA 

 LKG Summer Activity 2020-2021 

Dear Parents, 

Kindly follow the activities and help your child to complete them on time. Write the activities 

in the respective notebooks according to the subjects.  

The completed work should be submitted in the school on 10th June, 2021 and the first 

internal assessment for the students will be done based on the summer activity, before they 

begin the next academic year. 
 
Date Day Subject Assignments 

12-04-2021 Monday 

English  
Practice the given strokes in a four lined notebook. 

(Refer page 14 to 17 from part 1 textbook) 

Math  Write numbers 1 to 10 in a square lined notebook once. 

EVS 
Practice writing your name.  What is your name? My 

name is _________. (3 times) 

15-04-2021 Thursday 

English  
Read aloud the English alphabets (A-Z) and write the 

capital letters once. 

Math  
Write numbers 11 to 20 in a square lined notebook 

once. 

EVS 

Identify self. Write the following sentence -Are you a 

boy or girl? I am a ___________. (girl/boy) Practice 3 

times. 

16-04-2021 Friday 

English  
Read aloud the English alphabets (a-z) and write the 

small letters once. 

Math  
Write numbers 21 to 30 in a square lined notebook 

once.  

EVS 
Know yourself: How old are you? I am ____years old. 

Practice this 3 times.  

17-04-2021 Saturday 

English  Recite the alphabets with their sounds. Write A-Z once. 

Math  
Write numbers 31 to 40 in a square lined notebook 

once.  

EVS 
Draw a tree and write the names of your family 

members in each branch.  

19-04-2021 Monday 

English  Identify and write the vowels 3 times. A, E, I, O, U 

Math  
Write numbers 41 to 50 in a square lined notebook 

once.  

EVS 
Identify your body parts, draw your body and label the 

following parts- Head, neck, stomach, hand, legs.  

20-04-2021 Tuesday 
English  Practice letter Aa-Write the words arm and ant. 

Math  Identify the long and short objects. Write 5 examples 



from Part I Textbook, Page 40. 

  EVS 
Match the body part and its uses. Write 5 examples 

from Part I Workbook, Page 72. 

21-04-2021 Wednesday 

English  Practice letter Bb. Write the words bag and bus. 

Math  
Identify the big and small objects. Write 5 examples 

from Part I Workbook, Page 36. 

EVS 
Recite the rhyme 'I have a little body' from part- 1 text 

book page 74. 

22-04-2021 Thursday 

English  Practice letter Cc-Write the words car and cat. 

Math  
Identify the heavy and light objects. Write 5 examples 

from Part I Workbook, Page 46. 

EVS 
Identify your favourite things like: Favourite food, 

dress, toy, colour, place and activity. 

23-04-2021 Friday 

English  Practice letter Dd. Write the words dog and doll. 

Math  
Identify the full and empty objects. Write 5 examples 

from Part I Workbook, Page 38. 

EVS 
Draw and colour a picture of your home. Identify the 

different rooms and their uses in your home.  

24-04-2021 Saturday 

English  Practice letter Ee. Write the words egg and ear. 

Math  
Identify the near and far objects. Write 5 examples 

from Part II Workbook, Page 38, 39. 

EVS 
Draw and colour a picture of your school. Identify the 

different rooms and their uses.  

26-04-2021 Monday 

English  
Practice the letters from A to E. Draw and colour one 

picture staring from each letter. 

Math  
Identify the above and below objects.  Write 5 

examples from Part II Workbook, Page 37. 

EVS 

Make a healthy food plate. Refer page 86 from part I 

textbook. Read aloud and identify the names of each 

food item. 

27-04-2021 Tuesday 

English  Practice letter Ff. Write the words fan and fish. 

Math  
Identify the long and short objects.  Write 5 examples 

from Part I Workbook, Page 43. 

EVS 

Discuss the various activities that your child does 

during the day and night. Refer page 85 from the 

workbook part I. Identify and read aloud the names of 

the activities.  

28-04-2021 Wednesday 

English  Practice letter Gg -Write the words gun and goat. 

Math  
Identify the full and empty objects.  Write 5 examples 

from Part I Workbook, Page 38. 

EVS Draw/stick 3 pictures of vehicles used via roadways, 



airways and waterways. 

29-04-2021 Thursday 

English  Practice letter Hh -Write the words hen and hat. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count one apple. Write numbers 1-10 

once. 

EVS 

Identify these colours: black, white, blue, red, green, 

yellow, brown, orange, and purple. Draw flowers and 

colour each flower with one colour and label the flower 

according to its colour. 

30-04-2021 Friday 

English  Practice letter Ii -Write the words ink and ice-cream. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count two balloons. Write numbers 

11-20 once. 

EVS 
Identify the birds around you and read aloud and write 

5 names from page 79 from part 2 textbook. 

01-05-2021 Saturday 

English  Practice letter Jj -Write the words jug and jar. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count three fish. Write numbers 21-

30 once. 

EVS 

Identify the animals and read aloud and write the 

names of 3 animals that live around you, live in the 

forest and live in the water each.  

03-05-2021 Monday 

English  
Practice the letters from F to J. Draw and colour one 

picture staring from each letter. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count four mangoes. Write numbers 

31-40 once. 

EVS 
Identify the insects around you and read aloud and 

write 5 names of familiar insects. 

04-05-2021 Tuesday 

English  Practice letter Kk. Write the words kite and key. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count five candles. Write numbers 

41-50 once. 

EVS 

Identify the different people around you according to 

their profession. Draw/ stick pictures of a cobbler, 

doctor, fireman, nurse, policeman, and gardener.   

05-05-2021 Wednesday 

English  Practice letter Ll -Write the words leg and log. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count six socks. Write numbers 

number names 1-3 three times 

EVS 
Draw the following shapes: Square, circle, triangle, 

rectangle, star, heart. Label and colour it.  

06-05-2021 Thursday 

English  Practice letter Mm. Write the words moon and man. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count seven bananas. Write number 

names 4-7 three times. 

EVS 
Draw the following shapes: Rectangle, star, heart. 

Label and colour it.  



07-05-2021 Friday 

English  Practice letter Nn. Write the words net and nib. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count eight flowers. Write number 

names 8-10 three times 

EVS 
Draw/ stick the pictures of different seasons and label it 

as summer, winter and rainy. 

08-05-2021 Saturday 

English  Practice letter Oo. Write the words owl and ox. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count nine trees. Write number 

names 1-5 once. 

EVS 
Learn about our country: Read aloud and write this 

sentence once - ‘India is my country’. 

10-05-2021 Monday 

English  
Practice the letters from K to O. Draw and colour one 

picture starting from each letter. 

Math  
Draw, colour and count ten kites. Write number names 

6-10 once. 

EVS 

Learn about our country: Read aloud and write this 

sentence once - ‘Our national flag has three colours- 

saffron, white and green.’ 

11-05-2021 Tuesday 

English  Practice letter Pp. Write the words pot and pen. 

Math  Write numbers 1-25 once 

EVS 
Learn about our country. Read aloud and write this 

sentence once- ‘Our national flower is Lotus.’ 

12-05-2021 Wednesday 

English  Practice letter Qq. Write the words queen and quail. 

Math  Write numbers 26-50 once. 

EVS 
Learn about our country. Read aloud and write this 

sentence once- ‘Our national animal is Tiger.’ 

13-05-2021 Thursday 

English  Practice letter Rr. Write the words rat and run. 

Math  Write numbers 51-60 once. 

EVS 
Learn about our country. Read aloud and write this 

sentence once - ‘Our national bird is Peacock.’ 

14-05-2021 Friday 

English  Practice letter Ss. Write the words sun and star. 

Math  Write numbers 61-70 once. 

EVS 

Learn about our country: Draw the picture of Earth and 

colour our country India in it. Refer page 71 from the 

activity book part -2. 

15-05-2021 Saturday 

English  Practice letter Tt. Write the words toy and train. 

Math  Write numbers 71-80 once.  
 Write the numbers that comes after: 49_, 73_, 13_, 25_ 

17-05-2021 Monday 

English  
Practice the letters from P to T. Draw and colour one 

picture staring from each letter. 

Math  Write numbers 81-90 once. 
 Write the numbers that comes before: 100____, 



47_____, 8______, 36______. 

18-05-2021 Tuesday 
English  Practice letter Uu. Write the words umbrella and under. 

Math  Write numbers 91-100 once. 

19-05-2021 Wednesday 

English  Practice letter Vv -Write the words van and vase. 

Math  Write number names 1-10 once. 

 Practice counting numbers from 1-10. Refer page 

number 48 from part- 1 workbook.  

20-05-2021 Thursday 
English  Practice letter Ww. Write the words water and watch. 

Math  Write numbers 50-75 once. 

21-05-2021 Friday 
English  

Practice letter Xx. Write the words X- ray and 

xylophone. 

Math  Write numbers 76-100 once. 

22-05-2021 Saturday 

English  Practice letter Yy. Write the words yo-yo and yak. 

Math  
Practice counting numbers from 1-20. Refer page 

number 49 from part- 1 workbook. 
 Write numbers backward from 10 to 1. 

24-05-2021 Monday 

English  Practice letter Zz. Write the words zip and zoo. 

Math  Draw, colour and count 11 crayons. 

EVS 
Help your child to use the magic words- Please, thank 

you, welcome, sorry and excuse me.  

25-05-2021 Tuesday 

English  
Practice the letters from U to Z. Draw and colour one 

picture staring from each letter. 

Math  Draw, colour and count 12 balls. 

EVS 
Mark before and after objects from page 35 from part 2 

workbook.  

26-05-2021 Wednesday 

English  
Read aloud and write letters from Aa- Mm and practice 

their sounds.  

Math  Draw, colour and count 13 apples. 

EVS 
Draw the shape that comes next in the given pattern 

from page 46 from part-2 workbook.  

27-05-2021 Thursday 
English  

Read aloud and write letters from Nn- Zz and practice 

their sounds.  

Math  Draw, colour and count14 bananas 

28-05-2021 Friday 
English  

Write the letters from Aa to Mm and one word 

beginning from each letter. 

Math  Draw, colour and count15 dots 

29-05-2021 Saturday 
English  

Write the letters from Nn to Zz and one word 

beginning from each letter. 

Math  Draw, colour and count 16 hats. 

31-05-2021 Monday English  
Write the English Alphabets and tick the vowels (A, E, 

I, O, U) and circle the consonants. 



  Math  Draw, colour and count 17 squares. 

01-06-2021 Tuesday 
English  

Recite and say aloud the names of consonants. Write 

all the consonants once. 

Math  Draw, colour and count 18 triangles. 

02-06-2021 Wednesday 
English  

Draw a face with the following emotions and label it. 

Happy, sad, angry. 

Math  Draw, colour and count 19 leaves. 

03-06-2021 Thursday 
English  

Draw a picture of a traffic signal and colour it. Label 

the colours present in it. 

Math  Draw, colour and count 20 lollipops. 

04-06-2021 Friday 
English  Recite the rhyme 'Clap your hands' and learn it.  

Math  Write number names from 11-15 twice 

05-06-2021 Saturday 

English  

Match the uppercase (capital letters) and lower case 

(small letters) given in page number 32 from the 

workbook. Identify the pictures and read the words 

aloud.  

Math  Write number names from 16-20 twice. 

EVS 
Learn to read the following words and their meaning- 

a, am, an, at, it. 

07-06-2021 Monday 

English  

Write the words given in page number 33 from the 

workbook and circle and identify the first letter. Read 

the words without the pictures.  

Math  

Count the objects and write how many by adding and 

saying how many together from Part II Workbook page 

47-50 (10 sums). 

EVS 
Learn to read the following words and their meaning- 

he, she, I, has, have. 

08-06-2021 Tuesday 

English  
Learn to read the following words and their meaning- 

so, to, go, no, do 

Math  

Count the objects and write how many by adding and 

saying how many together- ***+*****=______, IIII+ 

II=_______, &&&&+&&&&_______. Δ Δ +Δ=___ 

EVS 
Learn to read the following words and their meaning- 

and, can, are, the, she. 

09-06-2021 Wednesday 

English  
Learn to read the following words and their meaning- 

us, we, be, it, in 

Math  

Count the objects and write how many by subtracting 

and saying how many together. IIII- II=__, *****-

***=___, SS- S=__, &&&&-&&&&___, Δ Δ - Δ=___ 

 


